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Windows XP power-users troll the web, documentation, and  friends for useful tips and tricks--a keyboard shortcut  here, an undocumented double-click there to eliminate  annoyances, save time, and take control of their Windows XP.  There's an easier way.     This insightful and amusing book is packed with hundreds of  power tips, cool tricks, and workarounds in one organized,  easy-to-use resource--for everything from the desktop to  Office programs to the registry.

Windows XP is the most powerful, stable, useful, and all-around fun  operating system Microsoft has released yet. From networks that work  to desktop icons you can customize—and everything in  between—this operating system rocks. Yet  millions of people around the globe use it every day and have  no idea what it can do for them. You  don't have to be one of them.

This book takes you under the hood, helping you find easier, faster,  and better ways of using virtually every aspect of Windows XP, from  the Start menu to the software that lets you watch movies on your PC.

Almost all of the hints in this book work whether  you're using the XP Home Edition or XP Professional.  If a hint covers the Home Edition, it also applies to XP  Professional, which has all the features of the Home version, plus a  bunch of extras. If a hint covers XP Professional only,  it's noted.
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George Silverman's ExplanationKessinger Publishing, 2004
WHAT do I know of Hoghton Towers? Very little; for I have been gratefully unwilling to disturb my first impressions. A house, centuries old, on high ground a mile or so removed from the road between Preston and Blackburn, where the first James of England, in his hurry to make money by making baronets, perhaps made some of those remunerative...
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Programming Microsoft ASP.NET 4Microsoft Press, 2011

	In the fall of 2004, at a popular software conference I realized how all major component
	vendors were advertising their ASP.NET products using a new word—Ajax. Only a few weeks
	later, a brand new module in my popular ASP.NET master class made its debut—using Ajax
	to improve the user experience. At its core, Ajax is a little...
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π Stacked Polymers  and MoleculesSpringer, 2013

	This book covers broad aspects of the chemistry of π-stacked polymers and low-molecular-weight molecules, from synthesis through theory.  It is intended for graduate students and researchers in academia and industry and consists of chapters written by renowned scientists who have made significant contributions to this field in the...
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Be Your Own Sailing Coach: 20 Goals for Racing Success (Wiley Nautical)John Wiley & Sons, 2008

	One of the reasons why it is so hard to improve your racing is that sailing is such a time-intensive sport. If you are running, you can start your training session fi ve minutes after you’ve shut your front door, whereas it may take a sailor fi ve hours (or more) to drive to the venue, fully rig the boat and get on the water. This is...
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Antenna Design for Mobile Devices (Wiley - IEEE)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Expanded and updated, this practical guide is a one-stop design reference containing all an engineer needs when designing antennas

	
		Integrates state-of-the-art technologies with a special section for step-by-step antenna design
	
		Features up-to-date bio-safety and electromagnetic compatibility regulation...
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Cisco ASA Configuration (Networking Professional's Library)McGraw-Hill, 2009
Over the past decade computer networks as well as the attacks against them have become increasingly complex. As information technology professionals we are faced with overcoming challenges every day, and learning new security concepts should not be one of them. I have known Richard, the author of this book, during this same time, and his gift of...
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